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Abstract: Complex structural geology generally leads to significant consequences for hydrocarbon17
reservoir exploration that needs a comprehensive methodology for complete comprehension.18
Despite a large number of existing wells in the Kadanwari field, Middle Indus Basin (MIB),19
Pakistan, the depositional environment of the Early Cretaceous stratigraphic sequence is still20
poorly understood, which has implications for regional geology as well as economic significance.21
To improve the understanding of depositional environment of complex heterogeneous reservoirs22
with associated 3D stratigraphic architecture, spatial distribution of facies and properties, and23
hydrocarbon prospects, a new methodology of three-dimensional structural modeling (3D SM)24
and joint geophysical characterization (JGC) is introduced in this research. JGC makes use of25
seismic interpretation-aided 3D SM, 3D seismic attributes analysis coupled with quantitative26
petrophysical modeling using 3D seismic reflection and borehole data. Subsequently, the 3D SM27
reveals that the field experienced multiple stages of complex deformation dominated by NW to28
SW normal fault system, high relief horsts, half-graben, and graben structures. 3D SM and 3D29
fault system models (FSMs) further depict that the middle part of the sequence experienced more30
deformation compared to the surroundings of major faults with predominant oriented in31
S30°-45°E and N25°-35°W, azimuth as 148°–170° and 318°–345°, minimum (28°), mean (62°), and32
maximum (90°) dip angles. The applied variance edge attribute better portrays the inconsistency33
of the seismic data associated with faulting and estimated high reflection sediments presumed to34
be potential hydrocarbon traps. The high amplitude and loss of frequency anomalies of sweetness35
and root mean square (RMS) amplitude attributes represent payable sand-rich shoreward facies36
revealing gas saturated sand, while relatively low amplitude and high-frequency anomalies37
indicate sandy shale, shale, and pro-delta facies. The petrophysical modeling result shows that E38
sand interval has good effective porosity (∅eff) and hydrocarbon saturation (Shc) compared to G39
sand interval. The derived average petrophysical properties, such as volume of shale (Vshale),40
average porosity (∅avg), ∅eff, water saturation (SW), and Shc of the E sand interval are 30.5%, 17.4%,41
12.2%, 33.2%, 70.01%, respectively. The newly introduced 3D SM and JGC workflow is an effective42
tool for highlighting potential areas of high quality reservoir development.43
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1. Introduction47
The current inflation in fuel demand has increased hydrocarbon production from48

established reservoirs globally [1,2]. According to the United States Energy Information49
Administration (EIA), Pakistan may have over 9 billion barrels (1.4×109 cubic meters) of50
oil and 105 trillion cubic feet (3.0 trillion cubic meters) in natural gas (including shale gas)51
reserves [3,4]. Pakistan gas fields are only expected to last for about another 20 years at52
the most due to heavy industrial usage. Therefore, more characterization and53
re-evaluations of the already discovered petroleum systems are required to evaluate54
reservoirs prospects to meet the hydrocarbon requirements [2,4-7].55

Reservoir characterization is a scheme that quantifies the physical and fluid56
properties of rock, such as lithology, volume of shale (Vshale), average porosity (∅avg),57
effective porosity (∅eff), permeability (K), water saturation (SW), and hydrocarbon58
saturation (Shc) [1,2,6,8-11]. It also includes understanding of reservoir structure,59
sedimentological heterogeneity, facies, and quantity of hydrocarbon that may exist in60
structural traps driven by tectonic movements, discontinuities like faults, folds anticlinal61
structures, horst and graben pop up geometries, and duplex structures [1,2,7,8,12-17].62
The advancement in 3D seismic reflection surveys and borehole geophysics has made it63
possible to characterize structural and stratigraphic features and associated64
petrophysical properties with a high reliability and precision, thereby reducing the risk65
associated with hydrocarbon exploration [9,18,19]. Employing more than one tool to66
derive a consistent answer enables both precision and accuracy. Therefore, reservoir67
characterization (e.g., evaluation of structural and stratigraphic features, distribution of68
associated petrophysical properties and facies) can be better comprehended by69
employing integrated seismic interpretation-aided 3D structural modeling (3D SM), 3D70
seismic attribute analysis, and petrophysical modeling [2,9,13,20-24]. 3D SM is divided71
into the entity-based modelling and volume-based modelling (VBM) [25-30]. The former72
expresses the 3D structural models using the combination of four different geometric73
entities, i.e., point, line, surface and body, and emphasizes the shape of geological74
structures and the relationship among geological bodies. The latter subdivides the 3D75
space into discrete fields by regular or irregular voxels and emphasizes the spatial76
distribution of geophysical and geochemical properties. The advantages of 3D seismic77
exploration include better stratigraphic information, true structural dip, better areal78
mapping of faults, and better lateral resolution [31]. The development of accurate 3D79
reservoir geological structure models using 3D seismic data is essential for reservoir80
description, e.g., predicting hydrocarbon reserves, up-dip hydrocarbon migration81
pathways, and quantitative geometric characterization in 3D space. With the continuous82
development of reservoir geological modeling technology, the VBM, objective function,83
variation function, multipoint geostatistics, static geological modeling with84
knowledge-driven methodology, and other mathematical methods have been widely85
applied in reservoir modeling, which significantly promoted the development and86
technology of 3D reservoir geological modeling [32-36]. However, VBM is a step-change87
reservoir geological modeling technique that creates horizons based on depositional88
sequence instead of considering horizons as discrete surfaces [2,12,37]. This technique89
directly models volume using a discretized and heterogeneous tetrahedral mesh90
encompassing the fault framework.91

Complex fault systems are difficult to identify using traditional seismic migration92
profiles. On the one hand, reservoir facies discrimination can be obtained from the93
laboratory studies on core plugs, which are costly and time-consuming. However,94
seismic attributes allow stratigraphic-based basin depiction within a composite95
deposition-based structure and discriminate sand facies from shale, thereby increasing96
the rate for adequate reservoir characterization [38,39]. Seismic attributes such as dip97
magnitude, edge enhancement, variance edge, sweetness, and root mean square (RMS)98
amplitude are essential tools for delineating structural and stratigraphic characteristics,99
lithofacies changes, and hydrocarbon potential zones [20,38,40,41][20,38,40,41]. On the100
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other hand, petrophysical modeling plays an essential role in reservoir characterization,101
especially in discriminating the non-hydrocarbon and hydrocarbon-bearing intervals102
[17,22,42,43]. Due to the depth measure error, observation and analysis of the core103
samples taken from the subsurface formations have several limitations in reservoir104
properties assessment. However, logging gives a practically continuous survey of the105
formation properties and makes it possible to determine the reservoir properties based106
on various logging curves. Proper analysis of reservoir lithology, Vshale, ∅avg, ∅eff, SW, and107
Shc can significantly improve the ability to distinguish non-hydrocarbon and108
hydrocarbon-bearing zones.109

The Middle Indus Basin (MIB) and Lower Indus Basin (LIB) are well known for110
hydrocarbon exploration in Pakistan [42]. The Kadanwari field in MIB is a significant111
hydrocarbon producing field with early-late Cretaceous Lower Goru formation (LGF)112
acting as the potential reservoir. Many researchers used different techniques on distinct113
parts of reservoir characteristics of most promising hydrocarbon formations in Pakistan114
and primarily focused on the MIB and LIB [6,7,20,22,40,42-51]. The regional subsurface115
structural style, such as orientation, geometry, and development of the fault system of116
the Miano and Kadanwari fields in MIB, was evaluated by Saif-Ur-Rehman et al. [7].117
However, the study conducted by [20] and [40] validated the application of seismic118
attribute analysis to delineate the lateral and vertical facies distribution and their119
paleo-environments of LGF in the Sawan gas field, MIB. The stratigraphic pinch-out120
traps within the lower-cretaceous shaly-sandstone system in MIB were evaluated by [51]121
using 3D quantitative seismic inverted porosity and velocity modeling. Moreover,122
[6,22,42,43,47,50] used petrophysical modeling based on geophysical logs to understand123
the reservoir properties and hydrocarbon potential. The systematic review of124
prospective observational studies found that the Kadanwari field in MIB has not125
received emerging conclusions for understanding the complex depositional126
environment using integrated approach (e.g., joint representation and parameterization127
of 3D geological structural, seismic attributes, and petrophysical characteristics). It128
provides a missing link to evaluate the complex depositional environments along with129
3D stratigraphic architecture, lateral and horizontal structural extent of the reservoirs,130
faults geometry and orientation, spatial facies, and key reservoir properties using 3D131
structural modeling (3D SM) and joint geophysical characterization (JGC).132

In addition, structural and stratigraphic characteristics and associated tectonic133
extensional FSMs are essential aspects in sustaining the migration pathway for134
hydrocarbons in the Kadanwari field, MIB, and elsewhere in the world [46]. Meanwhile,135
it is challenging to predict the distribution of key petrophysical properties and facies in136
the Kadanwari field due to fluctuating deltaic conditions, mutable geological influences,137
varying mineralogical concentrations, regional tectonic settings, and changes in138
geometries. This study, therefore, utilized 3D SM and JGC that comprises seismic139
interpretation-aided 3D SM, 3D seismic attribute analysis, and petrophysical modeling140
using 3D seismic and wells logs data. 3D SM and JGC conceived innovative141
contributions and created a more explicit representation of the complex and142
heterogeneous depositional environments with associated 3D stratigraphic architecture,143
lateral and horizontal structural extent of reservoir horizons, FSMs (including faults144
geometry and orientation in 3D space), spatial facies, reservoir properties (e.g., lithology,145
Vshale, ∅avg, ∅eff, SW, and Shc), and direct hydrocarbon indicators (DHIs). Indeed, such146
in-depth studies are essential to characterize and evaluate reservoir geometrical147
characteristics and properties to reduce uncertainties and improve the success rate of148
future exploration and development plans for hydrocarbons in the study area, and149
potentially applicable to other regions in the world.150

2. Background Geology151
Pakistan is located at the triple junction of the Indian, Eurasian and Arabian plates152

(Figure 1a). The Tertiary plate convergence between the Indian and Eurasian continents153
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affected the north and northwestern sides of Pakistan. The convergence of the Arabian154
oceanic plate with the Afghan craton in the south and southwestern part of Pakistan155
resulted in many structural regimes [48,52]. During the middle/late Jurassic to early156
Cretaceous, the Indian plate rifted away from the Gondwana land, forming an island157
continent that drifted northwards into the Tethyan Ocean [52]. This tectonic event158
predominantly controlled the structures and sedimentation of the MIB and LIB, which159
possibly resulted in NE-SW to N-S rift systems. The Kadanwari field is located in the160
District Khairpur of Sindh Province, southeast MIB, a prolific gas-prone basin of161
Pakistan (Figure 1b). The latitude of the study area ranges from 27° 04' 83˝ N to 27° 07'162
12˝ N, and longitude varies from 69° 12' 98˝ E to 69° 17' 57˝ E. Tectonically, the163
Kadanwari field lies between two extensive regional highs, i.e., the Mari-Kandhkot High164
and Jacobabad-Khairpur High (Figure 1c). In the east, it is bounded by Indian shield; the165
Sargodha high in the north; fold and thrust belt of the Kirthar and Sulaiman Ranges in166
the west and the south by the Jacobabad-Khairpur High [7,45,49,52].167

168

Figure 1. (a) Pakistan location at the triple junction of the Indian, Eurasian and Arabian plates; (b)169
Location of the study area; (c) Generalized tectonic map with the location of major oil and gas170
producing fields in the study area bounded by other gas fields, modified after [48]; (d) 2D and; (e)171
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3D base map shows the orientation and information of 3D seismic lines and wells in the172
Kadanwari field, MIB, Pakistan173

Three tectonic events were responsible for the structural configuration in the study174
area, namely, the late Cretaceous uplift and erosion, the late Paleocene wrench faulting,175
and the late Tertiary to Quaternary uplift/inversion of Jacobabad High (Figure 1c) [52].176
The Jacobabad-Khairpur High was an essential contributor to structural traps in the177
study area and surroundings [45,49]. The final tectonic event of the late Tertiary to178
Quaternary was an inversion of the Jacobabad-Khairpur High, which significantly179
influenced the Kadanwari area [45,52]. In the Kadanwari field and surroundings, the180
trapping mechanism is a complex combination of structural dip, sealing faults, and loss181
of reservoir quality to the north. The Kadanwari field consists of several low relief faults,182
forming dip closures in the subsurface, providing a stratigraphic trapping component183
[7,45]. The faults dip closures and the wrench faults are particularly significant since184
they divided the Kadanwari field into reservoir compartments [42].185

The lithology stack of MIB is depicted in Figure 2a, which highlights the basin fill186
sedimentary deposits. The lithostratigraphic columns show the rock units encountered187
in Kadanwari-10 and Kadanwari-11 wells (Figure 2b). According to [46], shales of the188
Sember Formation serve as a source rock for the regionally developed petroleum189
systems of the MIB. However, the reservoir section at the Kadanwari field belongs to the190
lower Goru sand (the Cretaceous age), while the sealing is provided with the upper191
Goru shaly sequence [50].192

193
Figure 2. (a) Generalized stratigraphic column of the study area, modified after [46]; (b)194
Lithostratigraphic columns showing the rock units encountered in Kadanwari-10 and195
Kadanwari-11 wells.196

3. Material and Methods197

3.1. Datasets Description and Processing198
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A large volume of seismic reflection data was acquired in the MIB Pakistan to199
execute hydrocarbon exploration activities at different times, from 1970s to recently [7].200
The OMV (www.omv.com), Austria's largest industrial company Pakistan branch,201
recently brought the Kadanwari field into a new exploration phase by conducting a 3D202
seismic survey. Instead of showing the subsurface beneath a profile line, 3D seismic203
displays more structural geological information, more complete view of reservoir204
properties, more realistic structural dip, better areal mapping of faults system, and205
higher lateral resolution [31]. The seismic data used in this study are post-stack time206
migrated seismic reflection cube stored in the SEG-Y format, wherein approximately 116207
seismic inlines and approximately 181 cross-lines were used. The well logs data were208
provided in digital Log ASCII Standard (LAS files) and notepad file formats. The209
geometric information of the available 3D seismic data is presented in Tables 1 and 2,210
while the key information of well logs suites is summarized in Tables 3 and 4. The211
available 3D seismic data and well logs data were collected from Landmark Resources212
(LMKR) (www.lmkr.com) upon the request of the Directorate General of Petroleum213
Concessions (DGPC) Pakistan (www.mpnr.gov.pk), which are available to the public214
domain and can be utilized for scientific and research purposes.215

Table 1. Geometric information of the available 3D seismic data.216

Geometric Properties Values
Total coverage area 12 km2

Coordinate reference system UTM42PK
Inline interval 24.17

Crossline interval 25.17
Time slice range -1800 to -2600 (ms)
Sample interval 5

Number of samples per trace 74

Table 2. 3D seismic cube lines in the study area.217

Axis Minimum Maximum Delta
Latitude 27°09'25.56'' 27°11'55.68'' 0°02'30.12''
Longitude 69°12'0.56'' 69°15'16.22'' 0°03'15.36''
Trace -6000.00 0.00 6000.00

Seismic (template) -10691.53 10608.00 21299.53
Amplitude (data) -10691.53 10608.00 21299.53

Table 3. Utilized wells in the study area.218

Wells No. Latitude Longitude Total Depth (m) Status Formation Top Depth Reference
Kadanwari-10 27.172879 69.141227 3545 Gas Lower Goru Kelly Bushing (KB)
Kadanwari-11 27.049794 69.173086 3534 Gas Lower Goru Kelly Bushing (KB)

219

Table 4.Metadata of the utilized wireline logs and their uses in this study.220

Wireline Logs Measured property Petrophysical properties estimated Product
Caliper Diameter Borehole structure with depth CALI

Gamma-ray Radioactivity Shale volume (Vshale) GR
Laterolog deep Resistance to electric current Uninvaded resistivity LLD
Laterolog shallow Resistance to electric current Invaded zone resistivity LLS

Micro-spherical focused log Resistance to electric current Mud cake resistivity MSFL
Sonic Velocity of sound waves Porosity DT

Spontaneous Potential Electric potential Formation water resistivity SP
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Neutron Hydrogen concentration Porosity NPHI
Density Bulk density Porosity RHOB

221
Before proceeding with seismic data analysis, it was essential to match the222

coordinate systems provided in the well report to the coordinate reference system (CRS).223
Consequently, the available 3D seismic cube in SEG-Y format and wireline log data were224
integrated for 3D SM and 3D seismic attribute analysis. The dataset quality was first225
checked and harmonized in a clearly defined database. Accordingly, a base map located226
in the 42-N Trans-Mercator Macrocosm (UTM) zone was created by using navigation227
and SEG-Y records to check for the orientation and information (dip or strike) of seismic228
lines and well locations (Figure 1d).229

3.2. Joint Geophysical Characterization (JGC)230
JGC requires a number of iterations for getting better constrained on the reservoir231

characteristics. In this paper, JGC makes use of an integrated 3D SM approach involving232
structurally constrained geological models along with seismic attribute implications and233
petrophysical properties that significantly enhance the understanding of the reservoir234
characteristics leading to reliable reservoir assessment. Figure 3 shows the complete235
applied workflow for the present case study. Firstly, seismic and well logs data were236
utilized, and interpretation was carried out, which involves synthetic seismograms237
generation, extracting and interpreting specific stratigraphic interface (geological period)238
and faults as geometric features in 2D cross-sectional (i.e., vertical) slices of a 3D seismic239
volume. Secondly, seismic reflection discontinuity was reviewed for accuracy using dip240
magnitude and edge enhancement attributes; meanwhile, 3D FSMs and their attribute241
models such as dip angle, faults rose diagram, and histogram was constructed to242
evaluate the fault mechanics and geometric distribution. Thirdly, 3D SMs of the early243
Cretaceous stratigraphic sequence were constructed by the VBM algorithm, which244
incorporates all geometry definitions (e.g., constraints from well tops, geologic horizons,245
and FSMs). Fourthly, several seismic attributes such as variance edge, sweetness, and246
RMS amplitude were applied to 3D seismic data, which involves extracting247
corresponding qualitative and quantitative geological features to validate the248
interpreted spatial forecasts of the geological structure and evaluate lithofacies249
distribution and potential hydrocarbon zones. Finally, petrophysical modeling based on250
various wireline logs (CALI, GR, SP, LLD, LLS, MSFL, DT, NPHI, and RHOB, explained251
in Table 4) were performed to estimate reservoir properties (e.g., lithology, Vshale, ∅avg, ∅eff,252
SW, and Shc).253
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Figure 3. Workflow highlighting various steps and methods employed in this study for reservoir254
characterization and lead/prospect assessment of the Kadanwari field, MIB, Pakistan.255

3.2.1. Seismic Data Analysis256
A brief summary of the available 3D seismic data and wireline logs data are257

presented in Table 1-4. The available 3D seismic data and wireline logs were analyzed258
using conventional seismic interpretation to simulate specific stratigraphic interfaces of259
Early Cretaceous stratigraphic sequence, e.g., G sand interval, E sand interval, and the260
Sembar Formation in the Kadanwari field, MIB. Seismic interpretation was performed261
primarily in two phases, including interpretation and modeling.262

The interpretation step of seismic data analysis involves coordinate conversion,263
well to seismic tie using synthetic seismogram, picking stratigraphic interface, and264
interpreting fault system [19,23,53]. The complete workflow of seismic to well tie265
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analysis is presented in Figure 4a, where seismic amplitude was correlated with wireline266
logs in order to identify and interpret key horizons on 2D cross-sectional (i.e., vertical)267
slices of a 3D seismic volume. Accordingly, velocity data from the DT log together with268
the RHOB log were used to generate acoustic impedance (AI) and then reflection269
coefficient (RC) series (Equation 1). The RC series were convolved with seismic wavelets270
to create a synthetic seismogram. The synthetic seismogram and surface seismic271
correlation are presented in Figure 4b, where stratigraphic interfaces (horizons) were272
correlated with confidence.273 �� = (�2�2−�1�1)(�2�2+�1�1) = (��2−��1)(��2+��1), (1)

where ρ2 and ρ1 represent densities of the first and second layers, respectively. V2 and V1274
represent seismic velocities of the first and second layers, respectively.275

In this study, seismic interpretation focuses on a particular area of interest within276
the two-way time (TWT) range of -1800 to -2600 ms (Figure 5a). Depending on the277
seismic reflection discontinuities and terminations, the manual horizon picking followed278
by seeded horizons auto-tracking was adopted to interpret the target horizons on 2D279
cross-sectional (i.e., vertical) slices of a 3D seismic volume. In the middle part of the280
seismic cross-sections, the reflections are mostly moderately chaotic and strenuous to281
correlate due to the complexity of geology and faults resulting from tectonic282
compression (Figure 5b).283

Figure 4. (a)Workflow of the synthetic seismogram generation; (b) RHOB and DT logs in Track 2284
were combined to generate AI and RC series (Track 3 and 4, respectively). RC and Ricker wavelets285
were integrated to generate synthetic seismogram, which was then tied back to seismic data by286
adjusting a bulk shift.287

The interpretation of subsurface geological structure and its lateral and horizontal288
extent depend on the TWT contours surfaces, which are identified and picked according289
to the seismic reflector (stratigraphic interface) in the two-way vertical time unit290
calibrated with the wireline logs [10]. Consequently, 3D TWT contour surfaces were291
constructed by marking the top of each stratigraphic interface on the extended 3D292
seismic volume. The smooth function was then applied to the generated surfaces at three293
iterations level to deliver geologically reasonable stratigraphic surfaces. These 3D TWT294
contour surfaces were conventionally used to interpret the prevailing structural trends295
in the study area.296
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Figure 5. (a) 3D time seeded horizon auto-tracking; (b) Amplitude display of vertical time inline297
cross-sections (e.g., 1970, 2000, 2030, and 2050) in the SW to NE direction show horizons298
interpretation (above row) and corresponding horizons structural feature analysis (below row).299
Mint green, white, and yellow colors represent the lateral extent of G sand interval, E sand interval,300
and the Sembar Formation, respectively. The interpreted stratigraphic interfaces constrained can301
be exported and processed to create 3D TWT contour surfaces.302

3.2.2. 3D Fault System Modeling (FSM)303
3D FSM in the seismic analysis is a crucial step to constrain the horizon304

interpretation [23,31,53]. The significant recent advance in FSM has been the routine305
availability of 3D seismic reflection surveys that provide detailed images of large306
volumes of rock and the often complex 3D fault networks [54]. Meanwhile, most seismic307
datasets have signal disturbance zones, particularly in highly faulted areas;308
discontinuities in seismic reflectors can be poorly resolved, resulting in an approximate309
location or misinterpretation of faults. However, seismic discontinuities could be more310
clearly defined if the detection is based on multiple attributes and suitable filters [54,55].311
In this study, before proceeding to the 3D FSM, the precision of the geologic faults312
boundaries was reviewed first for accuracy using dip magnitude and seismic edge313
enhancement attributes (Figure 6). The dip magnitude is analogous to the strike and dip314
of sedimentary layers. It involves extracting the deviation of a seismic reflector from a315
horizontal plane (Figure 6a). However, the edge enhancement attribute reveals316
discontinuities related to stratigraphic terminations or structural lineaments, therefore317
valuable to identify faults (Figure 6b). Accordingly, the dominance of normal faults318
system was interpreted on dip magnitude and edge enhancement cross-sections by319
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aligning reflector discontinuities and amount of displacement. The faults system320
interpreted on adjacent seismic lines that are judged to be from the same faults were321
assigned with the same label (points) (Figure 7a). The individual fault points were322
correlated to define the geometry of fault surfaces in 3D space (Figure 7b). The fault323
surfaces were constructed by employing the fault polygon in PetrelTM software for each324
type of fault with various geometrical structures, each congruous to its polygon. The325
primary faults surfaces were then defined by implementing fault polygons with varying326
stratification planes (Figure 7c). Finally, 3D FSMs and their attribute models (e.g., dip327
angle, fault rose diagram and histogram) were constructed to evaluate fault system328
geometric distribution and mechanics within the early Cretaceous stratigraphic329
sequence.330

Figure 6. Faults system tracing and interpretation in the Kadanwari field using resemble brittle331
deformation features (seismic reflection discontinuities, terminations, and amount of displacement)332
on (a) dip magnitude and (b) seismic edge enhancement attributes cross-sections.333

Figure 7. The employed primary steps to construct 3D FSMs: (a) assigning fault labels (points) on334
seismic sections; (b) assigning fault labels with corresponding lines; and (c) constructing fault335
polygons (surfaces) in 3D space.336

3.2.3. 3D structural modeling (3D SM)337
3D SM aims at better imaging and understanding the complex reservoir geological338

structures. The local tectonics of the Kadanwari field in MIB resulted in various339
structural deformations that led to many uncertainties in understanding the 3D reservoir340
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structural framework [7]. The understanding of such deformations can be better341
comprehended by 3D SM using relevant algorithm models, e.g., volume-based modeling342
(VBM) in the PetrelTM modeling software, which is based on the interpreted seismic data343
integrated with borehole information [1,2,12,53,56,57]. Traditional modeling methods344
generally require oversimplification of geological settings; however, grid-generated345
VBM captures realistic reservoir architecture [2]. These can be easily transferred into the346
dynamic realm providing a better understanding of the reservoir for future field347
management and development [53]. In this study, 3D SM based on the VBM approach348
was performed primarily in three main steps (e.g., faults modeling, pillar gridding, and349
horizon creation). The faults modeling process involves inserting the interpreted faults350
system into the structural model to form a framework for creating the 3D structural grid.351
The second step is pillar gridding, which includes constructing the structural grid from352
the fault models by creating key pillars representing a line with top, middle, and bottom353
points [53,56]. The third step includes making horizons by constructing the vertically354
stacked layers by placing the interpreted seismic horizons into the gridded model.355
3.2.4. 3D Seismic Attribute Analysis356

Seismic attributes were computed by mathematical manipulation of the original357
seismic data to highlight specific geological, physical, or reservoir properties, which are358
unrecognizable via the original seismic amplitude data [58,59]. Variations in the359
amplitude, phase, frequency, and bandwidth of the seismic waves were subsequently360
used to validate the spatial forecasts of the geological structure and to evaluate the361
spatial distribution of the facies and potential hydrocarbon zones at the G sand interval,362
E sand interval, and the Sember Formation time windows. The applied seismic attributes363
include variance edge, sweetness, and root mean square (RMS) amplitude.364
(1) The variance edge attribute was used to delineate prominent faults and seismic365

amplitude discontinuity in both horizon slices and vertical seismic profiles, thus366
validating the manual interpretation of faults. The variance edge attribute measures367
the similarity of seismic waveforms or adjacent traces in given lateral and vertical368
windows. Therefore, it can visualize the seismic amplitude discontinuity related to369
faulting or stratigraphy [60];370

(2) The sweetness attribute was applied to both horizon slices and vertical seismic371
profiles to identify sweet spots zones that are hydrocarbon prone. It can be defined372
as the reflection strength (instantaneous amplitude) divided by the square root of373
instantaneous frequency. The high sweetness anomalies highlight high amplitudes374
and low frequency content of a seismic signal and vice versa. Therefore, combining375
these two physical quantities helps distinguish sand bodies from the shale and376
predicted gas prone zones [61];377

(3) The RMS amplitude attribute was applied to both horizon slices and vertical378
seismic profiles to measure amplitude anomalies, to identify the spatial distribution379
of facies, and to model hydrocarbon zone at G and E sand reservoir intervals. The380
RMS amplitude computes the square root of the sum of squared amplitudes381
divided by the number of samples within the specified window used [20].382

3.2.5. Petrophysical modeling383
Petrophysical modeling is critical in a reservoir study because it provides a primary384

input data source for integrated reservoir characterization and resource evaluation385
[2,17,19,57]. In this study, petrophysical modeling was performed based on wireline logs386
data and internal geological reports to evaluate G and E sand reservoir intervals387
properties, e.g., lithology, Vshale, ∅avg, ∅eff, SW, and Shc (Table 4). The successful evaluations388
of these properties are necessary for determining the hydrocarbon potential of a389
reservoir system's performance. The wireline logs data for the studied reservoir intervals390
comprise conventional logs (e.g., GR, SP, LLD, LLS, MSFL, RHOB, NPHI, and DT) of the391
Kadanwari-10 and Kadanwari-11 wells. The concise, detailed plot of wireline logs curves392
and their depth ranges within G and E sand reservoir intervals are shown in Figure 8,9,393
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respectively. These log curves express the physical motifs of the stacked geological strata394
as a function of depth, which can identify lithologies, porosities, and differentiate395
between porous and non-porous rocks and pay zones. The following five key steps were396
followed in order to evaluate fundamental reservoir properties.397

Figure 8. Input conventional logs curves (e.g., CALI, GR, and SP in track 1, LLD, LLS, and MSFL398
in track 2, RHOB, NPHI, and DT in track 3) for petrophysical modeling of G sand interval in (a)399
Kadanwari-10; (b) and Kadanwari-11 wells.400

Figure 9. Input conventional logs curves (e.g., CALI, GR, and SP in track 1, LLD, LLS, and MSFL401
in track 2, RHOB, NPHI, and DT in track 3) for petrophysical modeling of E sand interval in (a)402
Kadanwari-10; (b) and Kadanwari-11 wells.403

(1) Volume of Shale (Vshale): The presence of shale in the productive zone severely404
impacts the petrophysical properties and can cause a reduction in the ∅eff, ∅avg, and405
permeability. Moreover, it also poses problems in the interpretation of wireline well406
logs and can affect proper and effective estimation of Shc [62]. Several methods are407
usually used for Vshale estimation, such as GR log, SP log, or porosity-neutron log408
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[17,24]. We used the GR log technique for the Vshale estimation by first estimating the409
gamma-ray index (IGR). The IGR was initially adopted using Equation 2 to estimate410
Vshale by utilizing the GRlog in track 1 in Figure 7,8, respectively. Secondly, to obtain411
the realistic Vshale estimation without overestimating the content of shale (first-order412
approximation: Vshale = IGR), a non-linear relationship (Equation 3) proposed by413
Dolan was employed [63].414 ��� = ����� −����������−�����, (2)

��ℎ��� = 1.7 − 3.38 − ��� + 0.7 2 12, (3)

where, IGR stands for the gamma-ray index, GRlog shows the reading of the415
gamma-ray log, GRmin and GRmax are the lower and upper limits of GRlog reading in416
shale, respectively.417

(2) Average Porosity (∅Avg): Total porosity or ∅Avg represents all the voids or pore spaces418
of the rock, including interconnected and isolated pores and pore space occupied by419
clay-bound water [2]. In this study, DT, RHOB, and NPHI logs that are sensitive to420
sedimentary micro-facies were selected to calculate ∅Avg, by which the conventional421
logging responses of G and E sand reservoir intervals are summarized (Figure 8,9).422
The DT log measures the sound waves' traveling times in the rock unit. The sound423
waves in the rock unit depend on the shape, matrix material, and cementation424
(Equation 4). Accordingly, the Sonic–Raymer (SR) porosity model was used to425
evaluate sonic porosity (∅S) (Equation 5) [42].426 ���� = �� − 1 − ∅� + �� ∅� , (4)

∅� = ∆����−∆��∆��−∆�� , (5)

where, ∅S represents sonic porosity, tlog represents the log reading in μsec/m, tm427
represents matrix interval transient time, ∆tLog represents formation interval428
transient time in μsec/m, and ∆tm represents formation fluids interval transient time429
in μsec/m.430
The density porosity (∅D) was calculated using RHOB log as Equation 6 [2,64].431 �� = (����−��) (��−�� ) , (6)

where, ���� represents the density of the matrix, �� represents the fluid density,432
and �� is the bulk density.433
The NPHI log measures the neutron porosity (∅N) by considering that the pores are434
filled with fluids. Therefore, it measures the hydrogen concentration and energy435
loss. The ∅N can be expressed as Equation 7.436 �� = a� + b , (7)

where �� is the neutron-derived porosity, a and b are constants, and N is the437
neutron count in the formation intervals. In addition, the density–neutron438
cross-plot in track 4 in Figure 8 and 9 determine cross-over gas effects.439
After identifying porosities (e.g., ∅S, ∅D, and ∅N) from DT, RHOB, and NPHI logs,440
Equation 8 was used to calculate ∅Avg [64].441 ∅Avg = ∅�+∅�+∅�3 , (8)

(3) Effective Porosity (∅eff): The ∅eff was calculated using the following Equation 9442
[42,50].443
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���� = ���� × (1 − ��ℎ���) , (9)

where, ∅Avg represents the average porosity, and Vshale is the shale content in volume444
units.445

(4) Water Saturation (SW): Identifying Vshale in the reservoir is crucial for selecting the446
appropriate model for calculating the Sw in shaly sand reservoirs. The447
Poupon–Leveaux Indonesian (PLI) model is one of the best models to estimate SW in448
the shaly sand reservoir [65]. In this study, the constraints of Vshale (Equation 3), ∅eff449
(Equation 9), and resistivity variation in Vshale and water formation were450
subsequently integrated using the PLI model as Equation 10 to determine SW [65].451

�� = ��ℎ���2−��ℎ�����ℎ��� 2 + ∅���2��
12 2�� 2

, (10)

where �� is the true resistivity of the formation obtained from the LLD log452
response, ��ℎ��� is the resistivity variation in the ��ℎ���, and �� is the resistivity of453
water formation.454

(5) Hydrocarbon Saturation (Shc): The calculation of Shc is essential because it decides455
whether the company proceeds to further exploration and production activities in456
the field [22]. The Shc was calculated by subtracting the percentage of pore volume457
occupied by Sw from 1, and the remained percentage pore volume represents the Shc458
(Equation 11).459 �ℎ� = 1 − ��, (11)

4. Results460

4.1. Stratigraphic Interfaces Interpretation461
The interpretation of the stratigraphic interfaces of the Early Cretaceous sequence is462

integrated into an internally consistent 3D workflow, which is easy to incorporate and463
conclude beyond known points to constrain 3D structural models. The interpreted464
cross-sectional (i.e., vertical) slices of a 3D seismic volume show the displacement and465
deformation of the stratigraphic interface (Figure 5b). The structural variations of the466
stratigraphic interfaces are primarily predicated based on the TWT contour surfaces467
because contour lines depict lines connecting the same elevation, that is why they are468
essential tools for analyzing and interpreting seismic data. The time surfaces plot the469
TWT of seismic signals from the surface to the horizon and reflect the interpreted470
stratigraphic interface distribution. In Figure 10, the TWT surfaces explicate the471
extension and propagation of the regional stratigraphic structure in the subsurface. The472
TWT values of the interpreted stratigraphic interfaces decrease towards the central part473
of the field, which gives rise to structural highs at its southwestern and southeastern474
portions. The southwestern and southeastern portions of the interpreted stratigraphic475
interfaces are structurally high; hence it is a region of interest for hydrocarbon476
exploration. The minimum, mean and maximum TWT variation of G sand interval, E477
sand interval, and the Sembar Formation in the southwestern and southeastern transect478
are presented in Table 5.479

Table 5. Minimum, mean, and maximum TWT variations of stratigraphic interfaces in the study480
area.481

Stratigraphic Interfaces
TWT

Minimum
TWT
Mean

TWT
Maximum

Shallow Structure
(TWT)

Deep Structure
(TWT)

G sand interval −1900 (ms) −2037.5 (ms) −2175 (ms) −1900 to −2025 (ms) −2026 to −2175 (ms)
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E sand interval −2025 (ms) −2187.5 (ms) −2350 (ms) −2025 to −2100 (ms) −2101 to −2350 (ms)
Sembar Formation −2250 (ms) −2400 (ms) −2550 (ms) −2250 to −2375 (ms) −2376 to −2550 (ms)

482

Figure 10. 3D TWT contour surfaces of the stratigraphic interfaces show different structural483
distribution: (a) TWT top surface of G sand interval; (b) TWT top surface of E sand interval; (c)484
TWT top surface of the Sembar formation in 3D space. The geometry of these surfaces can be used485
to construct the 3D SMs.486

4.2. 3D Fault System Models (FSMs)487
4.2.1. Seismic Data Analysis488

Fault mechanisms play a vital role since they controlled the evolution of basins or489
formations and involved crucial processes such as hydrocarbon entrapment, seals, and490
the development of hydrocarbon migration pathways [2]. The study area's complex and491
composite subsurface morphology resulted from multiple tectonic activity episodes.492
Multi-stage tectonic movements contribute to the intersection of the faults formed493
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simultaneously or faults formed at different stages of tectonic movements (Figure 11).494
The Indus Basin Pakistan is related to the fact that many hydrocarbon fields have been495
discovered on the closure of normal faults characterized by extensional tectonic settings496
[48,52]. According to regional studies of the tectonic setting of the study area, the497
initiation of rifting of the Indian Plate ~ 130 Ma had led to the development of an498
extensional faults system [7]. These faults occurred during various phases of adjustment499
and deformation, along with the structure inversion and loss of reservoir quality in the500
Kadanwari field, MIB. The late Paleocene wrenching is the most structural event501
affecting the subsurface geological structure of the study area. However, the final502
tectonic event that significantly influenced the Kadanwari field is a late Tertiary to503
Quaternary inversion of the Jacobabad–Khairpur High.504

Figure 11. The individual faults surfaces: e.g., (a) F1; (b) F2; (c) F3; (d) F4; (e) F5; (f) and its505
combined distribution in the 3D seismic volume (SW-SE view) showing the distribution of the506
tectonic extensional faults cutting the early Cretaceous stratigraphic sequence.507

4.2.2. Spatial Distribution of the Fault System508
In order to reasonably represent the spatial distribution of the fault system and its509

influence on the fragmentation of the stratigraphic interfaces, the individual 3D fault510
surfaces were drawn along with the 3D seismic volume (Figure 11). The orientation and511
distribution of fault surfaces revealed that the intact depositional environment of the512
Kadanwari field was influenced by the tectonic regime of the surrounding plate513
boundary, which continuously influenced the stratigraphic structure. The interpretation514
of the field scale shows that the middle part of the 3D seismic volume has undergone515
more deformation than both sides of the seismic volume, that is why the number of516
faults and their complexity decrease from the center to both sides of the field. These517
faults were interpreted as normal faults, trending NW to SE directions that controlled518
the distribution of depositional facies, reservoir compartmentalization, and hydrocarbon519
up-dip migration in the study area. These NW-SE normal faults governed the complex520
structural configuration of stratigraphic sequence (e.g., G sand interval, E sand interval,521
and Sembar Formation). The overall pattern of these faults can be regarded as a negative522
flower structure, which significantly increases the likelihood of the successful523
positioning of hydrocarbon traps. The degree of completion of these negative flower524
structures is positively correlated with improving hydrocarbon migration and525
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abundance in the reservoir window (e.g., G sand and E sand intervals). In addition, the526
presence of negative flower structure indicates the combined effects of extensional and527
strike-slip motion.528

The fault orientation results derived from the 3D dip angle models, steroenet, rose529
diagram, and histogram are shown in Figures 12 and 13, respectively. The faults trends530
in the 3D dip angle models, steroenet and rose diagram show that most of the faults are531
oriented in S30°-45°E and N25°-35°W with azimuth as 148°–170°, and 318°–345°, and532
exhibiting minimum, mean and maximum dip angles 28°, 62°, and 90° respectively. The533
histogram in Figure 13b displays the relationship between fault frequency in percentage534
and dip angle in degrees, which specifies that most of the faults have dips ranging535
between 35° and 75°, while 20% of the total fault planes have dips in the range 80°–90°,536
and the lowest fault dip observed is approximately 28° (Figure 12,13a). The fault537
orientation and spatial distribution results derived from dip angle models, rose diagram,538
and histogram are in good agreement with the regional studies conducted by other539
scientists [7,45,48].540

Figure 12. 3D dip angle models (SW-SE view) of the individual faults surfaces: (a) F1; (b) F2; (c) F3;541
(d) F4; (e) F5; and (f) the combined dip angle distribution in the study area.542

543
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Figure 13. (a) The steroenet with the distribution of regionally interpreted fault's dip and544
orientations identified along with the entire seismic survey in the Kadanwari field, MIB, Pakistan;545
(b) and a histogram showing the dip angles of the interpreted faults with their frequency.546

4.3. 3D Structural Models (3D SMs)547
We have assessed and visualized the 3D structural distribution of the early548

Cretaceous stratigraphic sequences, mainly showing faulting, the lateral and horizontal549
extent of the stratigraphic interfaces, and sequence compartmentalization. Moreover,550
several 2D time-domain structural cross-sections have been drawn from the 3D551
structural modeling output to delineate the detailed structural setting of the studied552
formations in the study area. Figure 14a displays the southwestern and southeastern553
transect of the 3D TWT model, while Figure 14b represents the 2D TWT cross-sections554
derived from the 3D TWT model result. Figure 15a displays the southwestern and555
southeastern transect of the 3D structural geological model derived from VBM, while556
Figure 15b shows northeastern and northwestern parts views in 3D space. Moreover, the557
fault system is introduced into the 2D cross-sections during model computation to558
constrain the horizons at each fault offset (Figure 15c).559

Figure 14. TWT domain structural model of the Early Cretaceous stratigraphic sequence (e.g., G560
sand interval, E sand interval, and the Sembar Formation): (a) SW-SE view; (b) Extracted inline 2D561
TWT cross-sections.562

The detailed structural analysis reveals that the geological structural complexity is a563
consequence of different tectonic phases of deformation (e.g., extensional and strike-slip564
deformation from the early Cretaceous to Quaternary). The complex structural565
mechanics comprising both extensional and strike-slip movement have been observed in566
the 3D structural models. These complex structural mechanics were controlled by567
NW-SE dipping normal fault system. The explained normal fault patterns (e.g., negative568
flower structure) had resembled brittle deformation features where the interpreted569
sequences were displaced relative to each other (amount of displacement) (Figure 15c). It570
employed a significant control on structural domains consisting mainly, half-graben,571
horst, half-graben, graben, half-graben, and horst from SW to NE. It is observed that the572
thickness of the sequence increases towards the NE. At the top E sand interval to top573
Sembar Formation, the thickness decreases at the center portion. The spatial distribution574
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and compositions of the fault system within the early Cretaceous sequences allow the575
hydrocarbon migration direction to be determined. The geometrical trend of these fault576
systems creates an essential pathway for hydrocarbon migration in the vertical direction.577
This up-dip migration of the hydrocarbons from the Sembar formation towards the G578
and E sand intervals resulted in hydrocarbon accumulation, which are validated579
through seismic attributes analysis and petrophysical modeling.580

Figure 15. Final result of the 3D SMs: (a) SW-SE view; (b) NE-NW view; (c) and SW-NE oriented581
2D cross-sections drawn from the 3D SMs results.582

4.4. Seismic Attributes Interpretation583
4.4.1. Variance Edge Attribute584

The variance edge attribute signifies discontinuities related to faulting or585
stratigraphy in vertical seismic cross-sections and is proved to help image significant586
fault zones and fractures. Figure 16 shows the result of the variance edge attribute587
calculated from the 3D seismic volume, appropriate cross-sections (e.g., A–A/, B–B/, C-C/,588
D–D/, E–E/, and F–F/), and horizons slices. The horizons slices include G sand interval, E589
sand interval, and the Sembar Formation. The variance edge attribute values in the 2D590
variance cross-sections and horizons slices range from 0.0 to 1.0. A variance value equal591
to 1 indicates discontinuity, while continuous seismic events are explained with a value592
of 0 variances. The darkest regions (e.g., values range from 0.8 to 1) that make up593
vertical strips can be interpreted as faults or fractures. These faults and fractures create594
an essential pathway for hydrocarbon migration in the vertical direction. In addition,595
several bright spots indicate that the sediment has a higher reflectivity than the596
surrounding environment. These bright spots (red areas) represent high reflectivity597
sediments that might be potential hydrocarbon traps in the study area (Figure 16c).598
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Figure 16. (a) 3D Variance edge attribute volume; (b) 2D extracted variance cross-sections; (c) 3D599
variance horizons slices of G sand interval, E sand interval, and the Sembar Formation showing600
discontinuities (e.g., fault traces with better resolution of discontinuity). The darkest regions (e.g.,601
values between 0.8 to 1) on 2D variance cross-sections and 3D horizon slices which make up602
vertical strips, represent high reflectivity sediments.603

4.4.2. Sweetness Attribute604
Figure 17 shows the computed sweetness attribute from the 3D seismic volume,605

corresponding cross-sections (e.g., A–A/, B–B/, C-C/, D–D/, E–E/, and F–F/), and sweetness606
horizons slices, respectively. The sweetness anomalies on 2D cross-sections and horizon607
slices ranges from 0 (blue) to 6000 (yellow). The high sweetness anomalies (at -1900 to608
-2300 ms) on 2D sweetness cross-sections (Figure 17b) and 3D horizon slices (e.g., G sand609
and E sand intervals) (Figure 17c) may be contributed to the high amplitude and low610
frequency. In contrast, the low sweetness anomalies (at -2300 to -2500 ms) on 2D611
sweetness cross-sections and the SW-NE parts on 3D horizon slices (e.g., the Sembar612
Formation) due to the seismic cross-sections' low amplitude and high frequency. The613
high amplitude (high acoustic impedance as opposed to shale) and low frequency614
anomalies on both 2D sweetness cross-sections and 3D sweetness horizons slices615
represent cleaner and payable sand zones in Figures 17b,c, respectively. These sweet616
spots suggest the occurrence of the high proportion of porous sand and seem to be the617
potential for producing gas at the SW and NE parts within G and E sand reservoir618
intervals (Figure 17c). In contrast, areas with low amplitude and high frequency619
anomalies within the -2100 to -2300 ms on 2D sweetness cross-sections non-reservoir620
window (e.g., the Sembar Formation) are susceptible to shale prone or these sands621
interbedded with shales. Although the sweetness attribute effectively distinguishes sand622
bodies from shale, it dues to the high acoustic impedance contrast between sand and623
shale. One of the sweetness attribute limitations is that it is less effective when low624
acoustic impedance contrast between shale and sandstone units. In most cases, the shale625
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interval is characterized by low amplitude (low acoustic impedance contrast) and high626
frequency, indicating high sweetness [20,40].627

Figure 17. (a) 3D sweetness attribute volume; (b) 2D extracted sweetness cross-sections; (c) 3D628
sweetness horizons slices of G sand interval, E sand interval, and Sembar Formation. The high629
amplitude and low-frequency content represent cleaner and payable sand (gas-charged bearing630
sand). The low amplitude and high-frequency content are susceptible to shale prone or these631
sands interbedded with shales.632

4.4.3. RMS amplitude Attribute633
The RMS amplitude attribute is a good resemble of acoustic impedance contrasts,634

providing good reflection strength. It measures the highest amplitude values from the635
seismic dataset and displays hydrocarbon-prone areas. The higher the acoustic636
impedance values, the higher the RMS amplitude and vice versa. Figure 18 shows the637
results of RMS amplitude estimated from the 3D seismic volume, appropriate 2D638
cross-section (e.g., A–A/, B–B/, C-C/, D–D/, E–E/, and F–F/), and 3D horizon slices (e.g., G639
sand interval, E sand interval, and the Sembar Formation). The extracted 2D RMS640
amplitude cross-sections anomalies range from 0 to 4000 ms (Figure 18b). These641
amplitude variations suggest variability in lithology. The moderate to high amplitude642
anomalies within -1950 to -2150 ms are often associated with channel sand bodies, high643
porosity (porous sands), and sand-rich sand shoreward facies, especially gas saturated644
sand zones. The gas saturated sand zones (e.g., -1900 to -2100 ms) have high reflectivity645
indicating high porosity within G and E sand intervals. In comparison, low amplitudes646
anomalies at -2150 to -2500 ms may indicate that these zones contain sandy shale647
unfavorable zones for gas potential. The unfavorable zones for gas potential are mainly648
the zone of the Cretaceous organic-rich shales of the Sembar Formation (Figure 18b).649

In order to effectively evaluate the structure influence on depositional facies, RMS650
amplitude attribute were computed at G sand interval, E sand interval, and the Sembar651
horizons slices (Figure 18c). These horizons slices reveal the lateral spatial distribution of652
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facies due to the amplitude anomaly of acoustic impedance contrast caused by653
differences in lithological variation. The lateral spatial distribution of facies represents654
that the faults and fractures significantly decrease the reservoir quality (G sand and E655
sand intervals). These reservoir intervals consist of channel sand bodies, porous sands,656
sand-rich sand shoreward facies (especially gas saturated zones). However, the Sembar657
Formation consists of sandy shale, and shale (unfavorable zones for gas potential). The658
high gas saturated zones lie at the SW and NE parts of the G and E sand intervals. These659
sand-rich gas saturated zones can be considered for future gas exploration in the study660
area.661

Figure 18. (a) 3D RMS amplitude volume; (b) corresponding 2D extracted cross-sections; (c) And662
3D RMS amplitude horizons slices of G sand, E sand, and the Sembar Formation. These show663
highly porous lithology, low porous lithology, and fault traces corresponding discontinuity. The664
high RMS amplitude values between 2500 to 4000 (ms) represent sand-rich shoreward facies,665
which can be interpreted as gas saturated sand zones. The relatively low amplitudes values666
between 0 to 2000 (ms) indicate the zones of sandy-shale, shale, and pro-delta facies (unfavorable667
for gas potential).668

4.5. Petrophysical Modeling669
After determining the structural and stratigraphic configuration of the interpreted670

reservoir horizons, suites of wireline logs were used to evaluate the petrophysical671
characteristics of two hydrocarbon-bearing sand intervals (i.e., G and E sand). The672
petrophysical modeling unveils the reservoir traits and augments an intuition of673
hydrocarbon-bearing zones. The derived average petrophysical properties such as674
volume of Vshale, ∅avg, ∅eff, and SW of the G sand interval in both wells are 36.11%, 12.5%,675
7.5%, and 45%, respectively (Table 6). Similarly, the derived average petrophysical676
properties for the E sand interval in both wells are 30.5%, 17.4%, 12.2%, and 33.2%,677
respectively (Table 7). The graphical representation of these properties is presented in678
Figures 19 and 20, respectively. The overall description of the G and E sand reservoir679
intervals depends on these petrophysical properties, which may significantly influence680
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decision-making in all phases of planning and execution of hydrocarbon activities in the681
Kadanwari field, MIIB, Pakistan.682

683

Table 6. Petrophysical properties of the Cretaceous age G sand interval in Kadanwari-10 and684
Kadanwari-11 wells.685

Well No. Intervals
Volume of shale

(Vshale) %
Effective Porosity

(∅eff) % Average Porosity
(∅avg) % Water Saturation

(Sw) %
Kadanwari-10 G sand interval 36.11 7.8 12.2 45.4
Kadanwari-11 G sand interval 36.11 8 12.56 45.4

686

Table 7. Petrophysical properties of the Cretaceous age E sand interval in Kadanwari-10 and687
Kadanwari-11 wells.688

Well No. Intervals Volume of shale
(Vshale) %

Effective Porosity
(∅eff) % Average Porosity

(∅avg) % Water Saturation
(Sw) %

Kadanwari-10 E sand interval 27.02 13.2 18.1 30.09
Kadanwari-11 E sand interval 34.05 11.3 16.7 36.42

689
The GR log response is sensitive to detecting radioactive emissions that are690

predominantly concentrated in clay minerals of shale and clean sand (feldspar rich) [50].691
The GR response in track 1 in each understudy wells confirms the reservoir lithology as692
sandstone (Figure 19 and 20). Lithology is the decisive factor of reservoir capacity and693
development ability of formation. Figure 19 represents the relationship between Vshale694
and sand content (track 1), ∅avg distribution (track 2), ∅eff distribution (track 3), and the695
relation of SW and Shc (track 4) at the G sand interval in Kadanwari-10 and 11 wells,696
respectively. Similarly, Figure 20 represents the relationship of Vshale and sand content697
(track 1), ∅avg distribution (track 2), ∅eff distribution (track 3), and the relation of SW and698
Shc (track 4) at the E sand interval in Kadanwari-10 and 11 wells, respectively.699

Figure 19. Relationship between the Vshale and volume of sand (track 1), distribution of ∅avg (track700
2), distribution of ∅eff (track 3), and the relationship of SW and Shc with respect to the depth at G701
sand interval in (a) Kadanwari 10; (b) and Kadanwari-11 wells.702
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703
Figure 20. Relationship between the Vshale and volume of sand (track 1), distribution of ∅avg (track704
2), distribution of ∅eff (track 3), and the relationship of SW and Shc with respect to the depth at E705
sand interval in (a) Kadanwari 10; (b) and Kadanwari-11 wells.706

4.5.1. Hydrocarbon Potential and Prospect707
The SW values calculated for G sand and E sand intervals were used to determine708

the Shc. The calculated values of the Shc form the basis of future production forecasts and709
the determination of the economic viability of the discovered reservoir. Therefore, high710
accuracy is needed to determine SW as it calculates the Shc estimated reserves. The711
graphical representation of the Shc at the G and E sand reservoir intervals are presented712
in track 4 in Figures 19 and 20, respectively. The petrophysical modeling results show713
that these intervals have good Shc, as the SW is fewer than 60% (Table 8). The sweetness714
and RMS amplitude attributes significantly identified high amplitude and low715
frequency seismic anomalies, which are often associated with high porosity (porous716
sands), sand-rich sand shoreward facies, bright spots, and especially gas saturated sand717
zones. The comparison between G and E sand intervals petrophysical properties shows718
that E sand interval has good ∅eff and Shc and shows an apparent gas effect revealed by719
the cross-overs of DT and NPHI logs curves (Figure 8). Therefore, it can be considered as720
an economically viable reservoir interval. The Shc percentage of the E sand interval is721
satisfactory for exploration purposes.722

The annual report (2010-2011) of petroleum exploration and production activities in723
Pakistan analyzed the reserves of the Kadanwari field (Table 9) [7]. The Kadanwari field724
shows a significant amount of original recoverable gas reserves, i.e., 1110 billion cubic725
feet (Bcf) equivalent to 190 Million Barrels of Oil Equivalent (Mboe), respectively. Out of726
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these original recoverable gas reserves, 420 (Bcf) have been extracted from the727
Kadanwari field. As of June 30, 2011, the balance recoverable gas reserves were 690 Bcf,728
equivalent to 110 Mboe for the Kadanwari field. Collective original recoverable reserves729
of 280 Mboe of the Kadanwari field are now limited to 129 Mboe [7]. Thus, a significant730
amount of hydrocarbon reserves is present in the Kadanwari field. The increased gas731
reserves in the Kadanwari field compared to other fields (such as the Miano field) may732
be attributed to the complex structural configuration (e.g., negative flower structure of733
fault system), reservoir compartmentalization, and up-dip migration of the734
hydrocarbons to the reservoir intervals (e.g., G and E sand).735

Table 8. Depth range, thickness, and Shc (%) of the Cretaceous age G and E sand intervals in736
Kadanwari-10 and 11 wells.737

Well No. Intervals Depth Range (m) Thickness (m) Hydrocarbon Saturation (Shc) %

Kadanwari-10 G sand interval 3145—3240 95 54.6
E sand interval 3320—3350 30 70.01

Kadanwari-11
G sand interval 3167—3260 93 55.02
E sand interval 3337—3360 23 63.58

Table 9. The Gas reserves of Kadanwari and Miano field until June 30, 2011.738

Fields Original recoverable Cumulative production Balance recoverable
Kadanwari 1110 BCF 420 BCF 690 BCF
Miano 552 BCF 438 BCF 114 BCF

739

5. Discussion740
Knowledge of the structural and petrophysical characteristics is essential to reduce741

the uncertainties associated with the reservoir description. 3D seismic data were742
critically analyzed to understand the 3D faults system's formation mechanisms and743
spatial distribution. The detailed analysis of FSMs reveals that the reflectors appear744
irregular with faulted structural highs bounded by normal faults trending on NW to SE745
directions (Figure 11). The formation mechanism of FSMs showed that these faults746
formed as a result of the tectonic extension during the Cretaceous time. The geometric747
tendency of the extension-related normal FSMs is essential because it created channels748
for hydrocarbon migration in the vertical direction. The hydrocarbon enrichment in the749
G and E sand reservoir intervals was positively related to the complexity of the internal750
structure of these normal FSMs. The concentration and dominance of the faults are more751
intensive towards the central part of the seismic volume, where the faults are closely752
spaced. Other results from seismic sections interpreted in the study area, published by753
[7], showed similar structural patterns. According to [7], most faults are dipping754
towards the southwest with an average throw to the order of about 50 m and a755
maximum throw of 113 m in the Kadanwari area. Wrench or strike-slip faults are absent756
except for a probable one wrench fault (F3) to the south in the Kadanwari field (Figure757
11c). Based on this, the possibility of strike-slip deformation may also be interpreted.758

Furthermore, the detailed structural analysis of the 3D structural models and759
appropriate 2D cross-sections in Figure 15 reveals that the geological structural760
complexity is a consequence of different tectonic phases of deformation (compressional761
regimes of the surrounding plate boundary). The most structural event affecting the762
Kadanwari subsurface geological structure is the late Paleocene wrenching [48].763
However, the final tectonic event that significantly influenced the Kadanwari area is the764
late Tertiary to Quaternary inversion of the Jacobabad–Khairpur High. The presence of765
the normal faults in NW to SE dipping directions are formed in pairs with parallel strike766
lines serves as evidence that they were developed due to the rifting of the Indian Plate.767
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The fault plane profiles show the hanging wall and footwall cutoffs. These profiles are a768
fundamental tool for prospect assessment and considering the first step in769
understanding seal behavior because they show what is being juxtaposed across the770
fault. The normal faulted inversion-related horsts, half-graben, and graben structures771
show how the sedimentary layer's structural features were contributed to the formation772
of traps and conduit mechanisms (Figure 15c). [45] and [7] also stressed that the773
Kadanwari field is structurally essential due to the presence of fault-bounded structures,774
which may be considered as potential prospects. Due to the exact kinematic mechanisms775
described by the sequential deformation within the Kadanwari field, the structural776
deformation of each horizon is equal in orientation and deformation (Figure 15).777
However, the E sand interval seems to be more deformed than the G sand interval and778
the Sembar Formation. In future work, the generated 3D structural models and779
properties can be essential input databases for subsequent 3D facies and petrophysical780
modeling based on well logs upscaling. The subsurface structure complexity results781
obtained by 3D SM are in good agreement with the regional studies conducted by782
[7,48,49].783

According to our study, the successful application of variance edge, sweetness, and784
RMS amplitude attributes dramatically improves structural interpretation, visualization785
to 3D seismic data, distinguishing sand facies from shale, and evaluating direct786
hydrocarbon indicators (DHIs). The zones of interest are correlated with well log data,787
with the observed bright spots revealing possible hydrocarbon accumulation. The788
results of these seismic attribute analyses can significantly reduce the risk of789
hydrocarbon exploration and development in the Kadanwari field, MIB. The RMS790
amplitude attribute shows medium to high amplitude anomalies located in the SW and791
NE of the G and E sand horizon slices. These high amplitude anomalies are often792
associated with high porosity (porous sands), sand-rich sand shoreward facies, bright793
spots, and especially gas saturated sand zones (Figure 18c). In comparison, the low794
amplitude anomalies indicate that these zones contain sandy shale, pro-delta, or795
abyssal-plain facies, which are unfavorable zones for gas potential (Figure 18c). In the796
3D SM, we evaluated that the geometrical trend of the extension related normal faults797
created an essential pathway for up-dip migration of the hydrocarbons from the source798
rock (the Sembar formation) towards the G and E sand reservoir intervals, resulting in799
hydrocarbon accumulation. These statements are validated here, as the moderate to high800
RMS amplitude anomalies are often associated with gas saturated sand zones. The801
hydrocarbon prospects have high reflectivity indicating high porosity, which can be seen802
on both the sweetness (Figure 17b) and RMS amplitude (Figure 18b) attributes within G803
and E sand intervals (e.g., -1900 to -2100 ms). In addition, the RMS amplitude attribute is804
advantageous compared with the sweetness attribute because the RMS amplitude805
attribute has a higher resolution in depicting the porous zones and DHIs.806

In the petrophysical modeling, the evaluated low values of Vshale content in807
Kadanwari 10 and 11 wells depict the cleanliness of the sandstone, which are presented808
in track 1 in Figures 19 and 20, respectively. Accordingly, shale and sandstone facies809
were separated by a 40% cutoff value in the targeted reservoir intervals, i.e., G and E810
sand. The Vshale content in the G and E sand intervals are influenced by clay minerals811
which attempt to reduce the ∅avg and ∅eff. The high values of ∅eff in track 3 in Figures 19812
and 20 refer to better volume estimation and thus theoretically a good reservoir and vice813
versa. These high values of ∅eff indicate the amount of connected pore spaces in the814
reservoir intervals [50]. The G and E sand reservoir intervals properties from the current815
petrophysical modeling are in good agreement with the regional study conducted by816
[42,50,65].817

5. Conclusions818
We have introduced a novel methodology 3D structural modeling (3D SM) and819

joint geophysical characterization (JGC), that comprises seismic interpretation-aided 3D820
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structural modeling, seismic attributes, and petrophysical modeling for reservoir821
characterization in the Kadanwari field, Middle Indus Basin (MIB), Pakistan. The insight822
derived from this integrated study is of interest to understanding the 3D stratigraphic823
architecture, lateral and horizontal extent of reservoir horizons, fault geometry and824
orientation, spatial facies, and properties, thereby identifying prospects and lessening825
hydrocarbon exploration risks. Our main findings are:826
(1) 3D structural models and 2D structural cross-sections depict complex structural827

mechanics controlled by NW-SE dipping normal faults system in the early828
Cretaceous stratigraphic sequence. The identified features include horsts,829
half-graben, and graben structures. The spatial distribution of the fault system was830
identified by 3D dip angle models, steroenet, rose diagram, and histogram shows831
that the overall pattern of the interpreted faults system can be regarded as a negative832
flower structure. The negative flower structure concludes the combined effects of833
extensional and strike-slip motion in the study area. In general, the horsts,834
half-graben and graben and faults geometrically controlled reservoir (G and E sand835
intervals) geomorphology, up-dip hydrocarbon migration, development of the local836
strata, distribution of facies and properties, and internal structural deformation.837

(2) The variance edge attribute enhanced the geometric distribution of the faults within838
the seismic data volume. The sweetness attribute distinguished the sand facies from839
shale, as the high amplitude and loss in frequency content represents cleaner and840
payable sand zones. In contrast, areas with low amplitude and high frequency841
anomalies are susceptible to shale prone. The RMS amplitude and sweetness842
attribute results highlighted the hydrocarbon zones. The relatively high RMS843
amplitude attribute values are usually connected with lithological changes,844
sand-rich shoreward facies, bright spots, and especially gas saturated sand zones. In845
comparison, low amplitudes anomalies indicate the zones of sandy-shale, shale, and846
pro-delta facies847

(3) The petrophysical modeling reveals important parameters for G and E sand848
reservoir intervals. The calculated ∅avg from the Sonic–Raymer (SR) porosity model,849
RHOB log, and NPHI log show that G and E sand reservoir intervals have good850
porosities. Moreover, E sand interval has good ∅eff and Shc and shows a clear851
indication of gas effect verified by the cross-overs of density and neutron log curves;852
therefore, it can be considered an economically viable reservoir interval for future853
hydrocarbon production.854
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